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who falls asleep, on the afternoon of a beautiful day, the summer sky bend 

ing over him as in benison. His entire career was an apotheosis of selfishness. 
The life of Richelieu carries a moral against morality. It is a monstrous 

sarcasm on accepted ideas of ethics. But who shall say that his entirely un 
merited rewards are not representative of natures akin to his and all his kind? 

Junius Henri Browne. 

MIDDLE-AGED WOMEN. 

Middle age embraces the ideally delightful years of life, midway 
between the chaotic fervors of youth and the calm decline of age. In this 

entrancing period a woman rejoices in the redundant charms of her mature 

beauty, in her increasing mental brilliancy, in her enlarging number of 
deeds accomplished, and of personal experiences, which are like invested 

capital for conversation. 

Young people are apt to regard it as a kind of living burial, for it is for 

gotten that youth is only the time of acrobatic performance and animal 

vigor. But middle life can never have the exuberance which properly 
belongs to it until society rejects the forced necessity of compelling its 
votaries to be buds, of 

" 
coming out"; which is a most abnormal contriv 

ance for having a good time. If buds could only realize that they will not 
be perfected flowers until they have reached middle life, that innocence and 

insipidity are not as attractive as knowledge and brilliancy, that manners 
are a slow process of acquirement, that babbling is not talking, they at least 

would not give dinner parties until they had gained the art of conversation. 
Middle life has, indeed, its terrors as well as its uses and delights, accord 

ing to individual appropriation of its resources. An unhappy middle-aged 
woman is only less unhappy than an old woman. The frivolity of existence 
reaches its height through a selfish, senseless, mawkish, vapid, middle-aged 

woman. She knows people's histories if they are ignoble ; she spends her 
summers on hotel piazzas, belittling those whom she meets; she adores 
" 

M^moires" calling up the scandal of the past history and the gossip of the 

present town topics. She appeals to men for their judgment about her invest 
ments, as a prelude to would-be intimacy ; she avoids any allusion to higher 
education except thereby to suggest the loss of the domestic arts, of which 
she knows nothing. She is a social parasite and goes to Europe or Florida 
to make acquaintances. 

There is one curious fact about middle life which is full of significance. 
Women are les3 criminal than men, for prostitution and maternity, though 

differing widely as causes, yet produce a similar effect in lessening crime ; 
but whereas among men the maximum of criminality is about the age of 

twenty-five, in women it is delayed till nearly thirty-five. In every class of 
criminals the average age of women is higher than that of men. Among 130 

women condemned for murder the average age was thirty-four. In Spain, 
as women are still domestic, there is little crime among them, while in Eng 
land, where there is increasing participation of women in affairs outside of 
the home itself, there has been a steady increase in the proportion of women 

criminals, until it is now more than one in four, and in reformatory and in 
dustrial schools the proportion of girls who go astray is double that of boys. 
In America crime among women is not at present so well defined ; still it 
points to middle life as its period of fertility. 

When we judge of human life as a whole, we say with glad truth that 
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woman is as good as man, or, if we have been snubbed, we say she is better 

than man. When a middle-aged woman is but kindly and tedious, she is 

merely a bore acting as a mental nettle-rash upon the sensitive consciences 

of her friends, who torment themselves by trying to like her. Yet it is far 

harder to be tiresome to one's self than to one's friends. An ordinary, 
amiable person well knows she is stupid, and is always trying to do little 

kind deeds in extenuation of her unattract*ve speech or unengaging man 

ners. She offers her usefulness as atonement for her dulness. 

We all have the middle-aged friends who make us long visits, and hear 

our domestic troubles as we unfold to them our theories of what ought to be, 
their delicacy hiding from us their suspicion that our ideas of perfection are 

drawn from our personal disappointments. When death enters our house 

holds, we cast ourselves upon their strength, and are borne through the 

crises of sorrow, a3 they prove themselves shining examples of the use of 

being average women. Each home needs one. 

There is yet another kind of middle-aged woman who emerges from 

youth. There lurks within her a sweet tenacity of will which bids her embrace 

every opportunity for improvement. She talks little of what she wants to 

be, caring most for a sense of proportion in all she does. She studies the 

mystery of success, and, as she finds that it lies largely in personalities, she 

imbibes the secret of grace and is full of sympathy for the incompleteness of 

others. Whether her sphere is large or small, she stamps herself upon it. 

Her conversation is not of quotations?that dreamy subterfuge for real cul 

ture. She does not begin a tete-a-tete by talking of Howells's place in litera 

ture, nor preface every remark by the mock humility of 
" 

it seems to me." She 

proves her point by apt illustration and takes far-reaching views of every 

question. She is too keen to avoid sentiment and emotion, as therein lie 

power and like beauty; she accepts their use as weapons for the conversion 

of others. She stands equipped for service, and is to us as Comte's priestess 
of humanity. Ceres and Juno were always over forty; Venus and Proserpine 

were young and made mistakes. 

Evenings are a trying part of middle life. Men go out; women stay at 

home. Surely there ought to be evening clubs for ladies, to which they could 

go unattended, where they, too, could play billiards or cards, or read the 

papers and talk about them. As it is, a boarding-house with a general parlor 

is more sociable than an elegant drawing-room with only one's self in it. 

Middle-aged women are usually more philanthropic than literary, as a 

genius for literature stamps its clients early, while enthusiasm for humanity 

is the slow growth of accretion. Nevertheless, too many women in their 

zeal as workers make their enemies wish they were deaf-mutes instead of 

queen-bees. At the family meal they talk of the 
" 

influence of their sex," the 

formation of public opinion, and the need of petition, and then wonder why 

the men have such small appetites. They do 
" a little business 

" 
at afternoon 

teas, always and forever alert. Yet even philanthropy demands knowledge 

in its devotees, for, though maternal affection and mending of clothes may 

largely atone for wisdom in a mother, yet all women need constant educa 

tion. The very salon which the American woman is always longing to create 

eludes her unless she knows how to know something. Through her salon 

she hopes to revive her earlier social prestige, or at least to establish friend 

ships with men which shall never descend to flirtations, never exhale them 

selves in passion, and never consolidate themselves in marriage. To a happily 

married woman intimacies with men are but subsidiary causes for enjoy 
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ment, but a morbid wife can never venture upon the dangerous slope of 

platonic affection. 
To the married woman of to-day middle life presents peculiar problems. 

She may be the saddest or the most joyous creature in existence. The pain 
of middle life is its realization of early mistakes a^ad the perception of their 

self-perpetuating consequences. Even if there have been no errors, a middle 

aged mother, in order to still be successful, must prove her ability for com 

promise. She may be queen over a house, but not over a home unless she 

drops all authority and allows the individuality of her grown-up sons and 

daughters to find an outlet in the home. She must act by suggestion rather 
than by initiative, often foregoing even the first method, or she will find, as. 
so many do, that her daughters prefer college to home, and that her sons 

will take bachelor apartments. Even a casual observer must notice the 

frequency of such suites, which never would be rented by young men if their 
home were as freely theirs as it is their father's and mother's. 

Middle life for an unmarried daughter is often very hard, for she may 
have no real liberty. A girl at forty ought to have her own choices just as 

much as if she were married. But mothers want to be solaced and fathers 
want their daughters "round." While even in the most questioning of 
homes the son is allowed some liberty, the daughter, as long as she is single, 
is considered as belonging to her parents, instead of having freedom allowed 

her in her pursuits, beliefs, tastes, and expenditures. 

Notwithstanding the restraints of parental affection upon the unmarried 
and the self-imposed restraint that the married most uncomplainingly accept, 

middle life still remains the glorious period of life, its working season in 

plenitude of power. Everywhere rise up the superb hosts of women who 
are making civilization the product of organized and individual ability. In 

youth they prepared for middle life. Now they enter it and take glad pos 
session, calling it middle life as long as there is strength to work, with every 
nerve and muscle trained for service, till they pass from the golden portals 
of successful work completed into the lambent resting-places of old age. 

Kate Gannett Wells. 

WEEPING PUGILISTS. 

'Avrarp 'A^zAAfvc 

Saxpvdag.?" Iliad," I., 348. 
" 

The poor defeated pugilist broke down completely and wept like a 

baby." A fine little finishing touch to the press report of a famous prize-fight. 
Round after round, with the patience of an ox and the grit of a bull-dog, 

the weaker of the two "giants 
" 

stood up, only to be sledge-hammered down 

again, until it became evident to his most persistent backer that the only 

thing he possibly could do was to stand up?with no certainty even of that. 
Then the sponge flew up, and the flood of briny and bloody tears came down. 

Poor fellow I His physical pain and exhaustion, the scowling, muttering, 

swearing disgust of his 
" 

friends," who patted his red brawn and bet their 
sesterces upon his blood, the golden prize so ardently hoped for cut down to 
a beggarly share in the 

" 
gate-money 

" 
as the price of his blood and pain, 

and last, but not least, the loss of the champion's belt with its glittering 
jewels and its big gold buckle, all together proved too much for him; he broke 

down and blubbered like a schoolboy, or, in the more touching phrase of the 

press report, 
" 

wept like a baby." 
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